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Through a simple and intuitive example of the agricultural water conservation assessment in 3 provinces, China, the abnormal phenomena of the entropy weighting method (EWM) in the dynamic evaluation are revealed. The results show the following. (i) The irrigation water efficiency percentages (IWEPs) of these 3 provinces are improved from 53%, 53%, and 55% to 55%, 56%, and 56%, respectively. And their water-saving irrigation projects percentages (WSIPPs) are improved from 40%, 41%, and 41% to 42%, 42%, and 42%, respectively. However, their comprehensive agricultural conservation indices deteriorate from 52.11, 52.45, and 56.1 to 46.07, 46.74, and 48.57, respectively. (ii) EWM leads to the following paradox in the dynamic evaluation. All the indicators show improving trends, but the comprehensive evaluation results show a deteriorating trend. (iii) These abnormal phenomena of EWM are induced by that though all the indicators are improved, the discrimination of the worse indicators becomes larger while the discrimination of the better indicators becomes smaller. (iv) The abnormal phenomena of EWM in dynamic evaluation can be avoided by the trend analysis of the observation data and entropy values. When all the indicators have improvement trends, but the entropies of the better indicators are increasing and the entropies of the worse indicators are decreasing, EWM should not be used for assigning weights.

1. Introduction

The entropy weight method (EWM) is a widely used weighting method in multi-index evaluation. It assigns weight by calculating the amount of information of indicators. The higher the information amount is, the greater the weight is; and vice versa [1, 2]. Compared with analytic hierarchy process method, the major advantage of EWM is that it eliminates the interference of subjective factors and ensures the objectivity of weight [3, 4].

In the previous literature, the validity of EWM was generally considered to be beyond doubt [5–7]. However, Yan et al. [8], Qian et al. [9], and Zhu et al. [10] have challenged this view in recent years. Yan et al. [8] pointed out that the information amount could not correctly represent the importance of the measured values which concentrated in the worst grade. Qian et al. [9] and Zhu et al. [10] further found that when the observation data contained too many 0 values, the EWM had distortion in the standardization process. To solve these problems, Yan et al. [8], Qian et al. [9], and Zhu et al. [10] all proposed that the rationality of the EWM should be tested according to the distribution of the measured values.

It is noteworthy that all the studies of Yan et al. [8], Qian et al. [9], and Zhu et al. [10] focus on the distortion phenomenon of EWM in static evaluation, in which the weight parameters and observation data are not changed with time. However, in many multi-index evaluation problems, the status of indicators varies about time, which is known as dynamic evaluation [11, 12]. Through large amounts of practices, we find that EWM has another abnormal phenomenon in the dynamic evaluation. The reasonable entropy weight results may lead to wrong comprehensive evaluation conclusions. In this study, we will reveal this phenomenon...
with a simple and intuitive dynamic evaluation of agricultural water conservation.

2. Materials and Methods


Water is the survival basis for human beings and an indispensable natural resource for social development [13]. However, with the population expansion and economic development, the water resources consumed by human have increased dramatically in recent years, which caused great pressure on the aquatic ecosystems [13]. According to the Chinese water conservation evaluation report made by China Renewable Energy Engineering Institute (CREEI), about 70% of the water consumed by society is used for agricultural irrigation [13]. Therefore, the agricultural water conservation has become a researching priority in the global water resources management.

According to the research of CREEI, less than 30% of the irrigation water is utilized by crops and the remaining 70% is consumed by the evaporation and leakage in irrigation projects [13]. Therefore, CREEI uses irrigation water efficiency percentage (IWEA) and water-saving irrigation projects percentage (WSIPP) to assess the status of agricultural water conservation [13]. IWEA is defined as the proportion of the water used by crops to the total irrigation water; and WSIPP is the proportion of water-saving irrigation projects percentage (WSIPP) to assess the status of agricultural water conservation [13]. CREEI classifies the agricultural water conservation condition in China into 4 levels, which is illustrated in Table 1 [13].

As the government continues to invest in agriculture, the agricultural water conservation condition in China is improving year by year. As a result, the data of each indicator change over time, too. The value of the jth indicator of the ith province in the kth year is denoted as $x_{ij}(t_k)$. To eliminate the differences among the dimensions of evaluation indicators, the water-saving index $y_{ij}(t_k)$ is defined as follows [13].

For IWEA,

$$y_{i1}(t_k) = \begin{cases} 75 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i1}(t_k) - 60\%}{40\%}, & x_{i1}(t_k) \geq 60\%, \\ 50 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i1}(t_k) - 50\%}{10\%}, & 50\% \leq x_{i1}(t_k) < 60\%, \\ 25 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i1}(t_k) - 45\%}{5\%}, & 45\% \leq x_{i1}(t_k) < 50\%, \\ 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i1}(t_k)}{45\%}, & x_{i1}(t_k) < 45\%. \end{cases} \tag{1}$$

and for WSIPP,

$$y_{i2}(t_k) = \begin{cases} 75 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i2}(t_k) - 70\%}{30\%}, & x_{i2}(t_k) \geq 70\%, \\ 50 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i2}(t_k) - 50\%}{20\%}, & 50\% \leq x_{i2}(t_k) < 70\%, \\ 25 + 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i2}(t_k) - 30\%}{20\%}, & 30\% \leq x_{i2}(t_k) < 50\%, \\ 25 \cdot \frac{x_{i2}(t_k)}{30\%}, & x_{i2}(t_k) < 30\%. \end{cases} \tag{2}$$

Table 1: Threshold values for indicators in agricultural water conservation evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Excellent</th>
<th>Good</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Backward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IWEA</td>
<td>60%–100%</td>
<td>50%–60%</td>
<td>45%–50%</td>
<td>0%–45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSIPP</td>
<td>70%–100%</td>
<td>50%–70%</td>
<td>30%–50%</td>
<td>0%–30%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, $y_{ij}(t_k)$ is the larger the better; and the judgment intervals corresponding to excellent, good, medium, and backward are [75,100], [50,75), [25,50), and [0,25), respectively [13].

The comprehensive agricultural conservation index of the $i$th region in the $k$th year can be quantified by $z_i(t_k)$, which is calculated by [13] the following:

$$z_i(t_k) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \{ w_j(t_k) \cdot y_{ij}(t_k) \}, \tag{3}$$

where $w_j(t_k)$ is the weight of the $j$th indicator in the $k$th year [13]. Because the values of indicators change with time, their weights have interannual differences, too.

2.2. EWM in Dynamic Evaluation.

EWM assigns weights based on the information amount of data [8–10]. The larger the dispersion is, the more information it contains and a higher weight is assigned [8–10]. On the contrary, the smaller the dispersion is, the less information it contains and a lower weight is assigned [8–10].

The first step in the EWM is standardization. For the income-type indicators [8–10],

$$p_{ij}(t_k) = \frac{x_{ij}(t_k) - \min_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k)}{\max_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k) - \min_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k)} \tag{4}$$

And, for the cost-type indicators [8–10],

$$p_{ij}(t_k) = \frac{\max_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k) - x_{ij}(t_k)}{\max_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k) - \min_{i=1,2,\ldots,m} x_{ij}(t_k)} \tag{5}$$

The entropy value of the $j$th indicator in the $k$th year is $H_j(t_k)$ [8–10]:
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Statistical Characteristics of Data. In this study, a simple and intuitive example was chosen from a large number of practices and Monte Carlo simulations. It was assumed that in 2019 and 2020, the agricultural conservation condition in three provinces is evaluated; and the data of each indicator are shown in Table 2.

According to Table 1, it is easy to find that all the data of IWEP in 2019 and 2020 belong to the “good” grade and all the values of WSIPP belong to the “medium” grade. On the whole, the grades of the two indicators are similar; and none of them concentrates in the worst grade, which avoids the distortion phenomenon pointed out by Yan et al. [8].

Furthermore, the values of IWEP in 2019 and 2020 varied between 53%–55% and 55%–56%, respectively. And the values of WSIPP in 2019 and 2020 varied between 40%–41% and 42%–44%, respectively. None of them has 0 values, which avoids the distortion phenomenon discovered by Qian et al. [9] and Zhu et al. [10].

From the perspective of dispersion degree, the discrimination of IWEP is slightly higher than that of WSIPP in 2019 and a little lower than that of WSIPP in 2020. Therefore, the weight of IWEP should be larger than that of WSIPP in 2019 and lower than that of WSIPP in 2020.

From the perspective of dynamic changing trends, both of IWEP and WSIPP in these 3 provinces show increasing trends from 2019 to 2020. Therefore, the agricultural water conservation conditions of the study area are improved; and the comprehensive agricultural conservation indices in 2020 should be better than those in 2019.

3.2. Results of Weights. According to the EWM, the weights are calculated and shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, according to EWM, the weight of IWEP in 2019 is higher than that of WSIPP while the weight of IWEP in 2020 is less than that of WSIPP. Obviously, the distribution of weights is consistent with the discrimination degree of indicators. Furthermore, there is no distortion phenomenon in standardized values or grades recognition.

Therefore, EWM can reflect the change of the information amount with time, and the interference of subjective factors is eliminated to ensure the objectivity of the weights. Thus, in this dynamic evaluation of agricultural water conversion, the weighting results of EWM are reasonable.

3.3. The Abnormal Phenomena in Dynamic Evaluation Results. Based on the dynamic evaluation model discussed in Section 2.1, the agricultural water conversion condition is assessed and illustrated in Table 4.

As illustrated in Table 4, all the comprehensive water-saving indices of the 3 provinces in 2019 are higher than 50, which belong to the “Good” grade. However, all the comprehensive water-saving indices of the 3 provinces in 2020 are less than 50, which belong to the “Medium” grade. Compared with Tables 2 and 4, it is easy to find the following abnormal phenomena. Compared with 2019, all the indicators in 2020 show improvement trends, but the comprehensive evaluation results show a deteriorating trend.

Compared with Table 3, it can be found that this abnormal phenomenon is induced by the weights of EWM. In 2019, IWEP has a higher distinction and weight than WSIPP and plays a greater role in the comprehensive evaluation. Since the measured values of IWEP are all in the “Good” level, the comprehensive evaluation results are also inclined to “Good” grade. In 2020, the differentiation and weight of IWEP are smaller than those of WSIPP, so it plays a smaller role in the overall evaluation. As a result, the comprehensive evaluation results are also inclined to “Medium” grade, which is determined by WSIPP.

Obviously, although this result is understandable from the perspective of pure mathematics, it creates confusions in agricultural engineering. The agricultural sector has invested considerably in upgrading all agricultural facilities, and all indicators are showing an improving trend; however, in the assessment, it shows a regressive trend in agricultural water saving. This not only restrains the further improvements in agricultural water conservation but also damages the credibility of managers.

3.4. A Judgment Method for the Abnormal Phenomenon of EWM. According to the discussion in Section 3.3, EWM in dynamic evaluation may lead to the inconsistency between the trends of the comprehensive evaluation results and the values of the indicators. In particular, this anomaly is quite different from the limitations of EWM proposed by Yan et al. [8], Qian et al. [9], and Zhu et al. [10]. It is neither due to excessive level differences nor due to distortion in the standardization process. Instead, the weight result of EWM is a reasonable reflection of the dynamic changes in the degree of data dispersion. Therefore, the measure proposed by Yan et al. [8], Qian et al. [9], and Zhu et al. [10] to test the rationality of weights according to the distribution characteristics of indicators is not applicable.

As discussed in Section 3.3, this problem is induced by the following condition. Although all the indicators are improved, the discrimination of the worse indicators becomes larger while the discrimination of the better
indicators becomes smaller. Therefore, we propose the following judgment method for the abnormal phenomenon of EWM.

(i) Make the trend analysis of the observation data and focus on whether all the indicators have improvement trends.

For example, as illustrated in Table 2, the IWEP of these 3 provinces is improved from 53%, 53%, and 55% to 55%, 56%, and 56%, respectively. And their WSIPP is improved from 40%, 41%, and 41% to 42%, 42%, and 42%, respectively. Logically speaking, the comprehensive evaluation results should show an improvement trend, too.

(ii) Make the trend analysis of the entropy values. When the entropies of the better indicators are increasing and the entropies of the worse indicators are decreasing, EWM should not be used for assigning weights.

For example, as illustrated in Table 2, IWEP is better than WSIPP. However, as shown in Table 3, the entropies of IWEP increase from 0.00 to 0.63 while the entropies of WSIPP decrease from 0.63 to 0.00. This situation will make the weights of worse indicators become larger while the weights of the better indicators become smaller, which finally causes the abnormal phenomenon in the dynamic evaluation results. As listed in Table 3, the weights of IWEP decrease from 0.73 to 0.27 while the weights of WSIPP increase from 0.27 to 0.73. And as a result, the comprehensive water conservation indices of all the provinces show a deteriorating trend.

4. Conclusion

In this agricultural water conservation evaluation, both of IWEP and WSIPP have improvement trends in all the provinces. The IWEP of these 3 provinces is improved from 53%, 53%, and 55% to 55%, 56%, and 56%, respectively. And their WSIPP is improved from 40%, 41%, and 41% to 42%, 42%, and 42%, respectively. However, according to EWM, the weights of IWEP decrease from 0.73 to 0.27 while the weights of WSIPP increase from 0.27 to 0.73. As a result, their comprehensive agricultural conservation indices deteriorate from 52.11, 52.45, and 56.1 to 46.07, 46.74, and 48.57, respectively. These abnormal phenomena of EWM are induced by that though all the indicators are improved, the discrimination of the worse indicators becomes larger while the discrimination of the better indicators becomes smaller.

The abnormal phenomena of EWM in dynamic evaluation can be avoided by the trend analysis of the observation data and entropy values. When all the indicators have improvement trends, but the entropies of the better indicators are increasing and the entropies of the worse indicators are decreasing, EWM should not be used for assigning weights.
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